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a transfer of wealth from retail investors to institutional investors.

52%
47%

Non-institutionalized investors

Institutional non-financial investors
(operating companies, public authorities)

23%
78%

Institutional financial investors (financial
companies, banks, funds, PE firms,
insurance firms)

18%
82%

Passive strategy

Active strategy

Figure 24: Type of SPAC investors and their preferred investment
strategies – high-level picture. Investment strategy for each cluster of
investors (generalized).
Once this initial distinction has been made, it is crucial to examine
various categories of investors that contribute to differences in terms of
general investment strategies in SPACs. Reiterating the stock variation
analysis while considering the most relevant clusters (namely, financial
companies; operating companies; mutual and pension funds, nominees,
trusts, trustees; banks; one or more named individuals or families; private
equity firms; insurance companies; and public authorities, states,
governments), I considered that investors exceeding the 42.44% threshold
actively contribute to the decreasing condition, while those exceeding the
33.05% threshold actively contribute to the increasing one.
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Figure 25: Most relevant average investors shares’ changes from 2011
until 2020, grouped by trend (increased; decreased; unchanged). Source:
Datastream.
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Figure 26: Average participation by type of investor from 2011 until
2020.
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20%
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40%
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Cluster of investors

Financial companies; Operating companies;
Mutual and pension funds, nominees, trusts,
trustees;
Banks; Insurance companies; PE firms;
Public authorities
Individuals or families

Figure 27: Investment strategy for each cluster of investors.
As to the decreasing trend, the strategy of limiting investor participation
in SPACs is most prevalent among insurance companies (48%). This is
consistent with their business model that – taking into account unforeseen
shocks to their cost structure (e.g., with unforeseen compensations paid to
insurees in times of natural disasters or epidemics) – seeks stable returns due
to a long-term nature of building a pool of insurees and pricing risk over
longer periods of time. This business model of insurance funds dictates their
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energy and power, media and entertainment, consumer, products and
services, consumer staples, materials, retail, telecommunications, and real
estate. The most relevant industries in the last ten years, before the pandemic
rise, were high technology, industrials, financials and healthcare, which
represent more than 50% of the total transactions. On the one hand, highly
concentrated industries (like telecommunications) require significant
investments. On the other hand, more conservative industries (e.g., real
estate) account for 4% of the total transactions, with only eight completed
deals over the last ten years.
It is worth pointing out that since the pandemic, there has been a
considerable decrease in the relative share of the previously top-performing
fields: high technology, industrials, financials, and healthcare were already
the top performers before the pandemic, but their position has now become
even stronger, as they account for 68% of the entire number of transactions,
with a positive Delta of +24%. Because of the overall strengthening of these
industries, it is important to stress how healthcare improved dramatically in
terms of relative frequency, with a positive Delta of +8%. Additionally, it is
striking to look at how these changes did not affect industries that already
had a low number of transactions, such as telecommunications and real
estate.
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Figure 42: Target Macro Industry relative share on a pie chart, for each
single industry; comparing the two timeframes considered.
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